Coconut
Matting
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Coconut Mat has a unique fibre layer which absorbs and
retains moisture allowing healthy plant growth.

100% Biodegradable

Promotes growth of vegetation
Positive natural advantages
over synthetic products

Without
Without Coconut matting
erosion can occur on the
unprotected soil bank and
healthy plant growth will
be difficult.

ENHANCING TOMORROW / STROL.CO.NZ

Protects exposed soil from
wind and water
Retains moisture
With
With Coconut matting the
soil bank is totally protected,
creating a moisture layer to
ensure healthy plant growth.



Made from sustainable
natural coconut fibres

Coconut Matting
Biodegradable Coconut Matting
ABOUT
BioCoir is a biodegradable coconut fibre matting for erosion and sediment
control and landscaping applications. BioCoir is ideal for protecting cut faces
and exposed soil from erosion due to wind and water.
In addition to the erosion control function, Strol BioCoir allows moisture penetration
to assist vegetation establishment while insulating the seed and root zones from
extremes of temperature.
BioCoir is available in three grades, BC300JR for shallow slopes and protected
areas, with BC400JR and BC450JR for steeper slopes and more exposed sites. It is
recommended to pin BioCoir to the soil using Strol Smart Pegs.
BioCoir has a jute net to reinforce the product, making it 100% natural fibre.

DISCLAIMER
All information provided in this brochure is correct to the best knowledge of
the company and is given out in good faith. The information presented herein
is intended only as a general guide to the use of such products and no liability
is accepted by Strol Ltd for any loss or damage however arising, which results
either directly or indirectly from use of such information. Strol Ltd have a policy of
continuous development therefore information and product specifications may
change without notice. This brochure is subject to copyright in its entirety. The
contents may not be reproduced in any form, either in whole or in part, without
written permission from Strol Ltd. While every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information in this brochure, Strol Ltd assumes no responsibility
for errors or omissions or for any consequences of reliance on this catalogue.
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